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“The Fetish Rituals of Obsession of Mutant Mother Lovers of the Motor City and Other Armpits of Civilization” a Performance write-up by Frank Moore
“Cold Turkey” by Kurt Vonnegut E-Salon
1988 Adam Trombly, Colorado Springs, conference speech
Father’s Day “Make Room for Big Daddy” a performance write-up by Frank Moore 6/20/04
Annie Sprinkle’s *Wonderful World of Orgasm* a review by Frank Moore

"Bring it On" by Dorothy Jesse Beagle

“The Night of Taboo Benders” a performance write-up by Frank Moore

“What’s the Frequency? Party for underground radio East Bay Express Urban Experience 2/18/04

Best Local Nonprofit BCM, *East Bay Express* May 5, 2004

"Vivid Fusion – Explicit Work" Intro poem ”Blessed” by Jen Wilson

"Vivid Fusion – Explicit Work" by Jen Wilson (in eight parts)

“Passion Dancing into Skin Intimacy…” a performance write-up by Frank Moore

"Performance Art Searching Project” questions by Spanish student Eva Alonso, answers by Frank Moore

Evan Hart, an email re: ageism at Cherry Lounge 9/5/04

“The Union of Erotic Passions!” 9/5/04 a performance write-up by Frank Moore

“Noisefest 2004” 9/25/04 a performance write-up by Frank Moore

*Razorcake*, issue #15 August/September 2003 from an interview with Frank Discussion / Feederz talking about Frank Moore
Frank Moore's Apprenticeship Reader #18

“Intimate Playing Workshop” Introduction by Frank Moore January 2005, Sessions 1-3

“Section Eight” Column 109, September 1, 2004 On The Road by John Sinclair

“Intimate Playing Workshop” Session 4 by Frank Moore 4/1/05

“Intimate Playing Workshop” Session 5 by Frank Moore 4/15/05

Re: “Blind Trust/Following” from Cherotic Magic revised: 4/05

“a tom paxton poem” by Frank Moore 2005 for Ana Christy

Letters between Frank Moore and Joan Forest Mage May 2005

“SOmeone asked me what is tanpan...” by Frank Moore

“Creativity is Like Shitting” by Frank Moore May 31, 2005

“The Ghostly Fingers of Abstraction” by Frank Moore June 1, 2005

Warrior Mothers by Thais Mazur excerpt: “Uncovering the Truth About Depleted Uranium” by Leuren Moret

Jesse’s Happy Birthday Poem for Frank by Jesse Beagle June 9, 2005

“Pleasing” by Frank Moore June 15, 2005

“Uncensored TV bothers Some” by Fred Dodsworth August 16, 2005 East Bay Daily News

“The Rage of Passion Tour” August 18, 2005, a performance write-up by Frank Moore

“The Night of the Passion Demons!” @ Balazo Gallery, S.F. 10/15/05, a performance write-up by Frank Moore

“Holy Struggle” by Frank Moore 1974-2005

“The Dream of Home” by Frank Moore 1974-2005

“Island” by Frank Moore 1974-2005

“Dots” by Frank Moore 1974-2005

“Birth Triangle” by Frank Moore 1974-2005

“Black Rose” by Frank Moore 1974-2005

“Waiting” by Frank Moore 1974-2005

“Angel Named John” by Frank Moore 1974-2005

“The Awful Peace” by Frank Moore 1974-2005

“The Rodeo Yarn” by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"See" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"Cold" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"Ernie's Hamburger Heaven" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"Family Troubles" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"Big Cock" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"Hanging Out" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"Time Bridge" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"Holy Desire" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"The Real World!!" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"Past" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"Converted to Hate" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"Hitching to Love" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"Holy Rape" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"Rye Reflections" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"Just a Pick-Up Line" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"The State of Heads" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"The Formula" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"The Virus of the Future" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"High Playing" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"Living Mistake" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"Commentary?" by Frank Moore 1974-2005
"My Night at THE MAB" by Frank Moore 11/9/05

Chapter Five "Who Is Art" excerpted from Moving Over the Edge Artists with Disabilities Take the Leap by Pamela Kay Walker
Frank Moore's Apprenticeship Reader #19

Email "the gig" from Frank Moore 7/17/06

"An update of the last 37 years of my life" by Frank Moore

Email from Frank Moore to Karole "thoughts" 4/14/06

Email from Frank Moore "Last Night's Interview" 4/16/06

Email from SL Falco "re: Last Night's Interview" 4/17/06

"The Night of Taboo Passions" write-up by Frank Moore 5/7/06

NYC Indymedia.org - "Frank Moore Announces Presidential Run in 2008!" 6/23/06

"New Planks" by Frank Moore - frankmooreforpresident08.com 8/3/06

Frank's 60th Birthday Party - write-up by Frank Moore 6/28/06.

Shooting first 3-4 episodes of new series "Going Deep to the Core at Ramen with Frank Moore" - write-up by Frank Moore 9/1/06

Email "last night" from Frank Moore 9/30/06

Email "L.A." from Frank Moore 9/27/06

"Allen Ginsberg" drawing by Ann Cohen

Dirk Dirksen obit by Frank Moore 11/23/06

Dirk Dirksen obit - SF Gate 11/22/06

Dirk Dirksen - Pope of Punk (R.I.P.), Craigslist.org 11/21/06

Frank Moore's write-up of Womentors' set at Burnt Ramen 12/15/06

"We're Wired to Connect" by Mark Matouosek, AARP Jan. & Feb. 2007

"More of My Planks" by Frank Moore - frankmooreforpresident08.com 1/7/07

Los Angeles trip write-up by Frank Moore February 7 & 8, 2007

Email "Ramen" by Frank Moore 2/17/07

"In Defense of Performance" by Guillermo Gomez-Pena 4/21/04

"The Fiery Furnace" by C. Carr from TCR

Email 3/23/07 "Just Found this Article" - Arts Wire Current article "Arts Foes Helms, Thurmond, and Gramm to leave Senate" 9/11/01

"The Final Section of my Platform" by Frank Moore 4/14/07

Email from Shelley Berc to Frank Moore "Theatre of the Mind" 4/30/07
Email "Ramen" from Frank Moore 6/2/07
Email "the party" from Frank Moore 6/27/07

Arabian Monkey "Interview with a Presidential Candidate: Frank Moore" by The Douginator 2007

Arts Wire CURRENT, September 11, 2001 "Arts Foes Helms, Thurmond, and Gramm to leave Senate"

Wikipedia.org entry "Frank Moore (performance artist)" 7/17/07

Inside Bay Area > Political Blotter > "A Different Kind of Presidential Campaign" by Josh Richman 8/2/07

NYFA Current In Their Own Words "Finally, A Real Candidate for President" by Frank Moore 8/6/07

Bonobo Way "Meet the Bonobos" by Dr. Suzy Block July 3, 2007, bonoboway.com

Email "The L.A. Weekly's James Moreland called me 'venerable performance-art guerilla (and, dig it, presidential candidate)'" from Frank Moore 9/21/07

Email "the parade" from Frank Moore 10/2/07

Email "re: The Interview" from Annie Sprinkle re Forum F21 by Phil Defer 10/13/07

"Surreal Estate Column" by Carol Lloyd, S.F. Chonicle & S.F. Gate Q&As

"If home is where the heart is, why aren't more of us showing our hearts on our homes?" by Carol Lloyd, Special to SF Gate, 10/12/07

"If home is where the heart is, why aren't more of us showing our hearts on our homes?" photo of the front of our house!

"ChooseYourVote.org Presidential Candidate Questionnaire" Frank Moore

Duckdaotsu.blogspot.com/2007/12/frank-moore-for-president.html

"Presidential Campaign Sunday - a visit to three different presidential campaigns on one fateful day" Oakland and Berkeley, Sept. 30, 2007

Los Angeles City Beat "Campaign Therapy" by Andrew Gumbel 12/27/07
Frank Moore's Apprenticeship Reader #20

"Imagine the Possibilities" by Frank Moore 1/21/08

"Platform for Frank Moore's Presidency '08", frankmooreforpresident08.com 2/14/08

"Why I Support Frank Moore for President" by Tom Sanders 1/20/08

"Frank Moore Still Running for President" by Nick Curran 2/19/09 Radar Online

Horsecow Presents "Net" costume Event 2008 Press Release featuring Frank Moore's Cherotic All-Star Band

Frank Moore's cherotic All-Star Band at Horsecow write up 3/18/08

Die Zeit Zuender, Germany - "Meet Ron, Steve and Paul" 4/16/08

Aktivist March 2008 Poland - Interview with U.S. Presidential Candidate Frank Moore

Heute.de, the online magazine of German TV Station ZDF, April 2008 - Frank Moore, "Just Makes Sense Party"


Correspondence between B-TV viewer Ray Simard & Frank Moore April 2008

Disability NOW #5, March 2008 - World View: "On a Roll to the Oval Office"

"Erotic Campaign" write-up 9/17/08

John Natsoulas Gallery, Davis CA performance event write-up 9/23/08

"The Combine Plot" email by Frank Moore in response to "Radtimes" "Giving it up to the Combine" 9/16/08

Echo Curio & Talking Stick Los Angeles Gigs write-up December 18, 2008

"The 14th Annual Hollywood Performance Marathon, Theatre of NOTE, Los Angeles write-up

RE search "What is Punk Rock and How Did It Begin?" as essay by V. Vale

Theatre of NOTE show correspondence between audience person, Chuck & Frank Moore 2/08

Theatre of NOTE show correspondences continues with Raindog, JTB & Frank 2/08

Theatre of NOTE show correspondences continues with Rafael-Alexandre from Montreal 2/08

Theatre of NOTE show correspondences continues with Steve Davis 2/08

Theatre of NOTE show correspondences continues with Mark Soden (aka phog masheeen) & Frank 2/08
Frank Moore’s Apprenticeship Reader #21

Reality/Playings February performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 2/22/09

A review of Penny Arcade’s BITCH! DYKE! FAGHAG! WHORE! Performance by Frank Moore 2/26/09

Press Release: Penny Arcade’s BITCH! DYKE! FAGHAG! WHORE! in San Francisco

NewMuseum.org - Exhibitions: East Village USA 12/9/04-3/19/04

A second review of Penny Arcade’s BITCH! DYKE! FAGHAG! WHORE! Performance by Frank Moore 3/7/09

"Last Night" email review of Shaman’s Den double header: Marjorie Swan Edwin & Penny Arcade

Reality/Playings March performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 3/23/09

“New York Interview” transcript of video of interview Frank Moore did with the NYC public access channel in 1987 at Annie Sprinkle’s apartment

“Frank Moore: The Father or Grandfather of Performance Art” by Shannon Wong, March 27, 2009

Email correspondence about Frank Moore’s lecture via Skye in Shannon Wong’s UNC Performance Studies Class March 2009

Email from Frank Moore to Shannon Wong “Going Beyond the Normal Boxes” 4/3/09

E-Salon email “Oh Well” 4/3/09

“Review of a U.C. Series Performance” by R. West for Christine Tamblyn’s Inter-arts Class, S.F. State, Winter 1987

Email correspondence "Integrity vs Censorship" between Rafael-Alexandre Ramos & Frank Moore April 6, 2009

E-Salon email “UPDATE” April 6, 2009

Email from Frank Moore to Penny Arcade etc. including "Cultural Subversion" 4/11/09

"A Hot Talk with Karen Finley” Interview by Annie Sprinkle

E-Salon email with Ruth Spivak & Frank Moore April 2009

Reality/Playings April performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 4/21/09

Write up of LUVeR.com’s table at the 40th Anniversary of People’s Park, April 29, 2009

Interview with Frank Moore for Renaissance Community/Brotherhood of the Spirit book by Benjamin Duffy May 13, 2009
E-Salon email with Arielle at BCM
Reality/Playings May performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 5/18/09
Write up of Non Stop Music Planet online streaming musical Marathon's Cherotic All-Star segment 6/1/09
Frank Moore's letter to David Joliffe, Arielle Elizabeth & BCM Board Members 6/5/09
Write up of LUVeR.com's table at the the Temescal Summer festival, June 9, 2009
Write up of LUVeR.com's table at the Haight Street Fair & Frank's novel, 6/17/09
Frank's novel, The Inner Maze, chapters 1,2,3,4
Reality/Playings June performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 6/28/09
Frank's novel, The Inner Maze, chapters 5,6,7
Write up of LUVeR.com's table at the El Cerrito July Fourth Festival 7/5/09
Frank's novel, The Inner Maze, chapter 8
Frank Moore’s Apprenticeship Reader #22

Reality/Playings July performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 7/13/09

Frank’s novel, The Inner Maze, chapter 9

"Frank Moore, Linda Mac, Penny Arcade and the Lower East Side Biography Project“ introduction by Penny Arcade July 2009

Frank’s novel, The Inner Maze, chapter 10

E-Salon email to Suzy Block "re: sponsors of non-locally produced shows on B-TV" 7/26/09

Frank’s novel, The Inner Maze, chapters 11, 12, 13

Transcript of “Sheri Falco Interviewing Frank, Linda, Mikee and Erika for Film on Sex and Spirituality” 8/16/09

Reality/Playings August performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 8/24/09

E-Salon email to Tomi Streiff regarding his "Monogamy" film treatment 8/25/09

Frank’s novel, The Inner Maze, chapters 14 & 15

Reality/Playings September performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 9/28/09

E-Salon email to Chinga Chavin 10/20/09

Write-up of POW! POW! Performance 10/18/09

Reality/Playings October performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 10/26/09

Reality/Playings November performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 11/22/09

Write-up of Frank, Linda & Mikee guesting on Barb Golden’s Crack o’ Dqwn on KPFA 12/5/09

Frank’s novel, The Inner Maze, chapter 16

Reality/Playings December performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 12/26/09
Frank Moore's Apprenticeship Reader #23

Frank Moore's eulogy for Ray Haight, 1/7/10, San Francisco

Frank's novel, The Inner Maze, chapter 17

Frank's novel, The Inner Maze, chapter 18

Reality/Playings January 2010 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 2/2/10

Frank's novel, The Inner Maze, chapter 19

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun February 2010 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 3/1/10


Frank's novel, The Inner Maze, chapter 20

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun March 2010 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 3/30/10

"Tom the milk guy re: March's Performance" email 3/31/10

Erotic Friction Performance at The Center for Sex and Culture, S.F., 4/17/10 write up 4/19/10

"Hot sex events", SFBG "Erotic Friction" listing/blurb 4/14/10

"Erotic Friction" writing emails by Lula Chapman & Frank Moore 4/23/10

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun April 2010 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 4/26/10

"Performance in-between" email by Da Boyz 5/11/10

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun May 2010 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 5/23/10

"Governor's cuts to In-Home Supportive Services affects East Bay disabled community" by Doug Oakley, Contra Costa Times 8/15/10.

Frank's novel, The Inner Maze, chapter 21

Frank's novel, The Inner Maze, chapter 22

Hooligan Magazine Interview with Frank Moore by Peter Silaev, Moscow September 2010

"The Erotic Greeter" at the POW POW POW Festival, Viracocha, S.F., Saturday, October 16, 2010 write up

Hooligan Magazine, November 2010 issue with Frank Moore Interview by Peter Silaev & photos, Moscow
Jerry Moore obituary by Frank Moore, November 1, 2010

Frank's novel, The Inner Maze, chapter 23

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun December 2010 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 12/19/10

"Frank Moore and The Blind Lemon", Yserba, As told to Kevin Army Blog, 11/24/10

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun January 2011 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 1/24/11
Frank Moore's Apprenticeship Reader #24

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun February 2011 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 2/27/11

"The Dance without Dancers" a poem by Frank Moore 2011


Uncomfortable Zones of Fun March 2011 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 3/31/11

Frank Moore: "Being so visible that it creates invisibility" by Jake McGee as published in Kotori Magazine 4/4/11

"Imagination: The Art of Transformation" by Kelly Knox

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun April 2011 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 4/26/11

Frank's novel, The Inner Maze, Book Two, chapter 24

"A web-based live art story: 'Franklin Furnace & the Spirit of the Avant-Garde: A History of the Future' by Toni Sant" by Charles Xuereb, TimesofMalta.com

Timeline of NEA 4 Events by C. Carr

"The Fiery Furnace, Performance in the '80's War in the '90s" by C. Carr Project Muse

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun May 2011 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 5/30/11

"In the Shaman's Den: Meeting Frank Moore" blog post by Bird in the Tree (Deborah Crooks) 6/21/11

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun June 2011 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 6/27/11

"Let it hang out at 'Uncomfortable Zones of Fun"' by Kimberly Chun, S.F. Gate, 6/30/11

Passion Pleasure, 7/16/11 performance at Center for Sex & Culture write-up 7/18/11

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun July 2011 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 7/27/11

"Eroart" updated by Frank Moore August 2011

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun August 2011 performance at Temescal Arts Center Frank's write-up for Vimeo, 8/29/11
Uncomfortable Zones of Fun August 2011 performance at Temescal Arts Center Blue House write-up with short intro by Frank 8/31/11

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun September 2011 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 9/26/11

E-Salon email: For John “Creating a Masterpiece” by Frank Moore 1/19/00

For Allison “Boundaries Kill” by Frank Moore 1/29/02

Exploring the Taboos of Intimate Fun October 15, 2011 performance at Center for Sex & Culture write-up 10/17/11

Email from Annie Sprinkle in response to 10/17/11 write up of October 2011 performance at Temescal Arts Center

“about play, from my book CHEROTIC MAGIC” by Frank Moore May 1, 1995

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun October 2011 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 10/27/11


Uncomfortable Zones of Fun November 2011 performance at Temescal Arts Center Frank’s write-up 11/21/11

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun November 2011 performance at Temescal Arts Center Blue House write-up 11/21/11

“I Like Looking” by Frank Moore, 2011

“Uncomfortable Zones of Fun” a review by Sasha Cagen, Huffington Post Blog, 12/17/11

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun December 2011 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 12/18/11

“Eat Your Heart Out” by Frank Moore, 2011
Frank Moore's Apprenticeship Reader #25

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun January 2012 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 1/12/12

Frank and Martin/Li Bido re: vimeo censorship: e-salon 2/2/12

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun February 2012 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 2/11/12

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun March 2012 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up by Frank 3/6/12

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun March 2012 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up by Da Boyz & Erika 3/6/12

Bob Madigan Memorial Hootenanny and Séance, Sunday, March 11, 2012 at Cyclecide Warehouse, S.F.: Frank's write-up

Re: UZofF 03-03-12, Frank & Al@1826: E-salon March 23, 2012

"A deep conversation about life with Frank Moore" by Sasha Cagen, March 26, 2012

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun April 2012 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up 4/10/12

Uncomfortable Zones of Fun April 2012 performance at Temescal Arts Center write-up by Da Boyz & Erika 4/10/12

LUVER, RIP 4/27/12

Re: LUVER RIP 4/27/12 expanded

"about play (Playing)" from Cherotic Magic

"I Am Feisto" by Frank Moore 2012

"Slime Snotty Book" by Frank Moore 5/23/12

"Little Fellah and Me" by Frank Moore 6/6/12

The Online Pioneer California State University, East Bay "Entering Oakland's 'Uncomfortable Zones of Fun: Risk for Deep Love'" by Eloise Murray, November 8, 2012
Frank Moore’s Apprenticeship Reader #26


Audrey Rubinstein Interview with Frank Moore, June 2013, unedited

A Disability History of the United States by Kim E. Nielson, Chapter One “The Spirit Chooses the Body it will Occupy, Indigenous North America, Pre-1492”

Wikipedia, Deaths in 2013, October 14, Frank Moore


Dr. Susan Block’s Journal, “RIP Frank Moore June 25th 1946-October 14, 2013: American Hero, Revolutionary Artist, Shaman, Poet, Wounded Healer & Great LUVeR” by Susan Block October 2013

Berkeley Patch, “Farewell to quadriplegic performance artist Frank Moore” by Stephen Taylor 10/17/13

Berkeleyside, “Frank Moore: shaman, artist, teacher, writer, musician” Obituary 10/17/13


S.F. Examiner, October 21, 2013 “Iconic figure Counterculture Artist Moore dies at 67” by Vince Echavaria

“A Musical Dance Jam Celebration for Frank Moore!” November 2, 2013, Temescal Art Center write up

e-salon: Poem by Megan Soriano 11/6/13

“Censorship Address to Berkeley City Council” by Frank Moore 9/8/02

Splash.it “Dead, Frank Moore - Poet, Shaman” 4 november 2013 obituary


Screw, November 26, 1979 “The Grossest Show on Earth” by Spencer Rumsey

The Drama Review (TCR), “Eroplay” by Frank Moore 1989